Reports from Eritrea say a group of soldiers have surrounded the ministry of information building in the c

Addis Ababa, January 22, 2013 (WIC) - State TV was off air for several hours but was
broadcasting again by the evening.
The city is said to be calm with no shots having been fired.

Eritrea's government has been criticised by human rights activists as one of the world's most
repressive and closed countries.
The websites of key Eritrean state and ruling party media have been operating erratically, with
the site for the ruling People's Front for Democracy and Justice (PFDJ) party inaccessible for
part of Monday.

A statement was reportedly read out in the early afternoon on state radio and television calling
for the implementation of the country's 1997 constitution.
However, when state television resumed normal transmission with a delayed news bulletin at
21:45 local time (18:45 GMT), there was no comment on the incident.
The UK Foreign Office said that it had received reports of "unusual military movements in and
around Asmara", and noted that local radio and TV appear to have been shut down.
President Isaias Afewerki has ruled the country as a one-party state since independence from
neighbouring Ethiopia in 1993. (BBC)
More than 100 dissident soldiers stormed the Ministry of Information in the small East African
nation of Eritrea on Monday and read a statement on state TV saying the country’s 1997
constitution would be put into force, two Eritrea experts said.

The soldiers held all of the ministry workers — including the daughter of the president — in a
single room, said Leonard Vincent, author of the book “The Eritreans” and co-founder of a
Paris-based Eritrean radio station. The soldiers’ broadcast on state TV said the country’s 1997
constitution would be reinstated and all political prisoners freed, but the broadcast was cut off
after only two sentences were read and the signal has been off air the rest of the day, Vincent
said.
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